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East African Income Tax 1960
this book is a comparative study of the tax systems of the five members of the east african community burundi
kenya rwanda tanzania and uganda it deals with various aspects of business profit tax customs duties excise
duties personal income tax and value added tax of the east african community member states it also sheds light
on the intergovernmental fiscal relations and reviews the status of tax administrations in these countries the
book is informative for a wide range of readers including students researchers policy makers tax administrators
and business people interested in the east african tax system and tax administration

South African Income Tax Guide 2008/2009 2009
this edition provides a thorough understanding of international income tax from a south african perspective it
deals in detail with controlled foreign companies foreign dividends double taxation agreements exchange
control restrictions tax havens

Report on the East African Income Tax (management) Act, 1952
1953
this paper analyses presumptive taxation methods and their application in sub saharan africa presumptive
taxation involves simple techniques to capture domestic transactions and sources of income that frequently
escapes conventional taxation

The East African Tax System 2015-07-03
the book contains detailed commentary and examples illustrating the existing and new tax law provisions our
aim is to explain south african tax law in a simple and clear manner in order to save you time and help you
understand both the existing and new tax law provisions easily

International Tax 2005
this book is not merely a new edition but a complete and significantly expanded rewrite it comprises over 900
pages of expert and in depth exposition of this complex subject that has become so important in the modern
global economy already established over four previous editions as the pre eminent work on the subject it is a
must own book for all students and practitioners of tax whether from a legal business or accounting perspective
professor lynette olivier and michael honiball are without peer in their understanding and clarity in this highly
specialised field five new chapters have been added on taxation of individuals taxation of companies and
dividends taxation of partnerships cross border vat and interpretation of statutes

Presumptive Taxation in Sub-Saharan Africa 1996
tax simplification an african perspective edited by chris evans riël franzsen elizabeth lilla stack 2019 isbn 978 1
920538 96 5 pages 347 print version available electronic version free pdf available about the publication why
are tax systems so complex and what are the causes and consequences of such complexity the simplification of
tax systems is one of the most important issues faced today in worldwide efforts to modernise and strengthen
government finance and revenue raising capacities nowhere is it more important than throughout the rapidly
emerging economies of the dynamic african region this volume brings together contributions in this field from a
conference held in south africa in october 2018 and provides a unique synthesis of knowledge and
understanding gained from the specialist expertise and diverse backgrounds brought to the tax simplification
debate by those authors featured topics include taxpayers rights to simplicity the african experience of tax
simplification simplification trends among small and medium sized entities pension tax simplification sources of
complexity in value added taxation simplification of recurrent property taxes complexity and approaches to
international taxation complexity and taxation of multinational enterprises lessons from overseas the analysis of
these topics includes timely and relevant perspectives from the experience in other jurisdictions including
australia canada new zealand the united kingdom and the united states the volume will be an essential



reference for researchers and others interested in the field from academia government legal and accounting
practice and public policy organisations in african and other countries worldwide table of contents preface
foreword tax simplification in the united kingdom some personal reflections john whiting contributors
introduction elizabeth lilla stack chris evans and riël franzsen tax complexity and tax simplification a critical
review of concepts and issues binh tran nam annet wanyana oguttu and kyle mandy the taxpayers right to tax
simplicity in south africa and the united states carika fritz and nina e olson the role of the office of tax
simplification in the united kingdom and lessons for other countries yige zu and lynne oats an analysis of the tax
simplification initiatives for pension provision in the united kingdom and south africa bernadene de clercq andy
lymer and chris axelson simplification lessons from new zealand adrian sawyer marina bornman and greg smith
legal uncertainty in the south african vat marius van oordt and richard krever simplifying recurrent property
taxes in africa riël franzsen abdallah ali nakyea and adams tommy statutory and effective complexity for
individual taxpayers in south africa sharon smulders karen stark and deborah tickle small and micro businesses
case studies on the complexity of simplified schemes heinrich dixon judith freedman and wollela abehodie
yesegat tax complexity for multinational corporations in south africa evidence from a global survey thomas
hoppe reyhaneh safaei amanda singleton and caren sureth sloane international tax simplification in south africa
through managing substantive complexity and improving drafting efficiency jinyan li and teresa pidduck
bibliography index

Notes on South African Income Tax 2023 2022-01-06
the publication revenue statistics in africa is jointly undertaken by the oecd centre for tax policy and
administration and the oecd development centre the african union commission auc and the african tax
administration forum ataf with the financial support of the european union

International Tax 2011-03-15
this publication compiles comparable tax revenue and non tax revenue statistics for eight countries in africa
cameroon côte d ivoire mauritius morocco rwanda senegal south africa and tunisia

Fundamentals of South African Income Tax 2021
the book explains the common law principles of income tax and the provisions of the income tax act
incorporates legislative changes effected by the income tax act 113 of 1993 and also analyses and discusses
leading cases on income tax to august 1993

Taxation for African Economic Development 1970
revenue statistics in africa 2023 compiles comparable tax revenue and non tax revenue statistics for 33
countries in africa it also includes a special feature on the vat digital toolkit for africa

Tax simplification - An African Perspective Edited by Chris Evans,
Riël Franzsen, Elizabeth (Lilla) Stack 2019 2019-01-01
this annual publication compiles comparable tax revenue and non tax revenue statistics for 31 countries in
africa the report extends the well established methodology on the classification of public revenues set out in the
oecd interpretative guide to african countries thereby enabling comparison of tax levels and tax structures not
only across the continent but also with the oecd latin america and the caribbean and asia and the pacific

Law and Practice of South African Income Tax 1963
trade is an essential driver for sustained economic growth and growth is necessary for poverty reduction in sub
saharan africa where three fourths of the poor live in rural areas spurring growth and generating income and
employment opportunities is critical for poverty reduction strategies seventy percent of the population lives in
rural areas where livelihoods are largely dependent on the production and export of raw agricultural



commodities such as coffee cocoa and cotton whose prices in real terms have been steadily declining over the
past decades the deterioration in the terms of trade resulted for africa in a steady contraction of its share in
global trade over the past 50 years diversification of agriculture into higher value non traditional exports is seen
today as a priority for most of these countries some african countries in particular kenya south africa uganda
cÔte d ivoire senegal and zimbabwe have managed to diversify their agricultural sector into non traditional high
value added products such as cut flowers and plants fresh and processed fruits and vegetables to learn from
these experiences and better assist other african countries in designing and implementing effective agricultural
growth and diversification strategies the world bank has launched a comprehensive set of studies under the
broad theme of agricultural trade facilitation and non traditional agricultural export development in sub saharan
africa this study provides an in depth analysis of the current structure and dynamics of the european import
market for flowers and fresh horticulture products it aims to help client countries industry stakeholders and
development partners to get a better understanding of these markets and to assess the prospects and
opportunities they offer for sub saharan african exporters

Supplement to Silke on South African Income Tax 1979
the book gives an overview of international tax aspects from a south african perspective these topics include
taxation of controlled foreign companies tax treatment of foreign dividends exchange controls tax havens
intermediate holding companies and double taxation agreements it also includes the latest international tax
amendments to the south african income tax act up to august 2007 tax treaties signed by south africa overseas
court cases examples of tax treaty application and an expanded glossary

Revenue Statistics in Africa 2021 2021-12-15
monograph on the international tax system as it operates between africa and the industrialized countries of
western europe north america and japan

Income Tax in South Africa 1995
the taxation of trusts in south africa is the first book to exclusively cover the direct and indirect taxation of
trusts in south africa including a look at the application of the exchange control regulations to both onshore and
offshore trusts

Income Taxes Outside the United Kingdom 1973
this book marking the 2014 centenary of income tax in south africa presents historical research covering a
range of topics the authors begin with the international origins of income tax law and the transformation of old
dutch taxes into colonial income tax and the role of general smuts in the introduction of income tax in 1914 the
struggle to find an appropriate means of taxing corporate profits of shareholders is shown to have continued for
decades and mining and fanning as main industry players in the south african economy receive special
attention the demise of cooperatives the history of international tax treaties and the colonial influence also form
part of the historical journey of this publication an examination of the special qualities of leading judges of the
time and their jurisprudence provides much food for thought policy debates such as whether south africa should
follow the source or the residence system of taxation or introduce a land tax rage today as they did in 1914 the
impact of transformation since 1994 the need to entrench taxpayers rights and to remove gender inequality and
the remarkable modernisation of sars all played an important part in the development of the south african tax
system a book about one hundred years of income tax would not be complete without some biographical notes
on key personalities such as cj ingram kc aubrey silke and david meyerowitz sc in recognising the conference
held at the university of cape town to mark one hundred years of income tax in south africa the rise of the
teaching of tax at uct is presented in the form of an extract from the memoirs of prof leon kritzinger

Revenue Statistics in Africa 2016-04-01
this study indentifies some of the taxation problems most frequently encountered by fund member countries in
sub saharan africa and seeks solutions that may be useful to either the region as a whole or to groups of



countries in the region

Fundamentals of South African Income Tax 2019
high natural resource prices in recent years have resulted in sizeable increases in fiscal revenue for many
resource exporting countries in sub saharan africa however this revenue source is volatile and arguably these
countries should also rely on other forms of taxation to help fund public expenditure this paper asks whether the
availability of higher resource revenue in these countries has led to lower taxation effort of other revenue
categories the question is analyzed both in terms of the relationship between non resource tax revenue and
resource revenue and between non resource tax revenue and statutory tax rates the paper finds evidence
suggesting that nonresource revenue is negatively influenced by a higher resource revenue to gdp ratio the
lower take up of nonresource taxes in resource rich countries is correlated with higher levels of corruption in
these countries suggesting weaker institutions affect nonresource revenue through incentives for tax evasion
and or large tax exemptions as argued in the literature

Income Tax in South Africa 1994
updates the 7th edition of silke with a commentary on the 1974 income tax act

Revenue Statistics in Africa 2023 2023-10-31
taxation has been seen as the domain of charisma free accountants lawyers and number crunchers an unlikely
place to encounter big societal questions about democracy equity or good governance yet it is exactly these
issues that pervade conversations about taxation among policymakers tax collectors civil society activists
journalists and foreign aid donors in africa today tax has become viewed as central to african development
written by leading international experts taxing africa offers a cutting edge analysis on all aspects of the
continent s tax regime displaying the crucial role such arrangements have on attempts to create social justice
and push economic advancement from tax evasion by multinational corporations and african elites to how
ordinary people navigate complex webs of informal local taxation the book examines the potential for reform
and how space might be created for enabling locally led strategies
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International Income Taxation and African Developing Countries
1978
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